
DATE: September 16, 2021 

TO: WCA Governing Board 

FROM: Jeremy Munns, Project Manager 

THROUGH: Mark Stanley, Executive Officer 

SUBJECT: Item 14: Consideration of a resolution to 1) appoint board members for a 
selection committee with WCA and RMC staff to select services for the San 
Gabriel River Center and Gardens, and 2) approve Executive Officer to negotiate 
and enter into a contract for selected proposals.  

RECOMMENDATION: That the Watershed Conservation Authority (WCA) Governing Board 1) 
appoint board members for a selection committee with WCA and RMC staff to select services for 
the San Gabriel River Center and Gardens, and 2) approve Executive Officer to negotiate and 
enter into a contract for selected proposals. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: On July 28, 2021, the WCA released a Request for Proposals (RFP) for 
Construction Document Design Services for the San Gabriel River Center and Water Conservation 
Demonstration Gardens project (see Exhibit A: RFP). The RFP is made up of two parts. Part A requests 
design proposals for the water conservation demonstration gardens, and Part B requests design proposals 
for the farm house renovation. Potential proposers were instructed to submit proposals for either Part A 
or Part B, or both. 

Questions from proposers were due by August 20, 2021. WCA staff compiled and answered questions via 
addenda, which were released weekly. WCA hosted two non-mandatory site visits to interested parties 
on August 12th and August 19th. Nine individuals attended the site visit on August 12th, and 22 individuals 
attended the site visit on August 19th. RFP proposals were due on August 27th. In total, WCA received 13 
proposals. 

A preliminary selection committee consisting of three WCA staff members and two RMC staff members 
evaluated and assigned scores to the proposals based on criterial outlined in the RFP. This criteria consists 
of the following: 

General Quality and Responsiveness of the Proposal: 
(15 pts) Recognition of overall concepts and objectives 
(10 pts) Responsiveness to RFP requirements 
(25 pts) Work plan and technical approach for all requested services 
(20 pts) Fees and budget associated with proposal 

Qualifications and Experience: 
(10 pts) Qualifications of personnel assigned to the project 
(15 pts) Firm's experience with similar projects 
(5 pts) Current workload and capability/commitment to complete the project 
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Based on these scores, the preliminary selection committee will recommend a minimum of 3 with no 
more than 5 proposals to be evaluated by a final selection committee consisting of two WCA Board 
Members, as well as the WCA and RMC staff that made up the preliminary selection committee.  The final 
selection committee will conduct interviews with recommended proposers and make a recommendation 
for the Executive Officer to negotiate and enter into a contract for the selected proposals. The final 
selection process is targeted to be complete by October 2021, in order to stay on schedule with critical 
project funding deadlines.  
 

 
BACKGROUND: The San Gabriel River Center and Gardens project will transform a 1929 Spanish colonial 
revival farmhouse into a water-wise educational resource and visitor center for the public. The indoor 
space will include opportunities for local art, local water resource information, interactive features, 
and multilingual interpretive signage. The site exterior will include 2 acres of demonstration site for water-
wise residential landscaping. The site’s design and planting will encourage residents to retrofit high 
resource consumptive landscapes into functional sites that capture and conserve water using simple and 
aesthetically pleasing strategies. It will provide a clear example for residential landscapes to transition 
towards more resilient models showcasing water capture strategies, as well as presenting patterns of 
drought resistance built upon a foundation of native trees and shrubs (see Exhibit B: Project information 
package and location maps). 
 
The Center is adjacent to, and part of, the larger vision for the River Park project. The River Park, currently 
in construction, will provide 30+ acres of new green space along the San Gabriel River and within the 
Emerald Necklace Park Network, servicing both a park-poor community and a critical regional wildlife 
habitat and corridor along the Pacific Flyway. 
 
On March 21, 2019, the WCA Governing Board authorized the release of a Request for Proposals for the 
San Gabriel River Center and Gardens. The release of the RFP was delayed until additional grant funding 
could be secured.  
 

FISCAL INFORMATION:  The resulting contract for Construction Document Design Services will be 
funded by grants from the Rivers and Mountains Conservancy as well as funding from a Supplemental 
Environmental Project (SEP) agreement with the Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County.  
 

The following table shows all secured funding to date for the project: 
 

San Gabriel River Center and Gardens Funding Summary 

Source Agency Secured Funding 

Prop 1 Rivers and Mountains Conservancy $891,200 

Prop 68 Rivers and Mountains Conservancy $2,024,020 

SEP Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County $2,000,132 
TOTAL: $4,915,352 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

The Watershed Conservation Authority (WCA) is seeking qualified firms to provide conceptual and 
construction document design services for the San Gabriel River Center and Water Conservation 
Demonstration Gardens (River Center) Project. The River Center will serve as a community resource, 
demonstrating methods and water capture and water-wise landscaping, while providing both indoor and 
outdoor recreational space for park users.  The objective of this solicitation is to select the best qualified firm 
providing highest benefit to the WCA for the requested services. 

Through this RFP, WCA is seeking entities qualified to provide design services for two specific areas of interest: 

A: Water Conservation Demonstration Gardens (2 acres) 

o six (6) primary tasks and two (2) optional tasks 

B: San Gabriel River Center – Farm House Renovation 

o six (6) primary tasks and two (2) optional tasks 

Proposers are encouraged to apply for either or both of Parts A/B in the scope described in this RFP which suit 
their area of expertise. 

 

About the WCA: The WCA is a local public entity of the State of California recognized as a joint powers 
authority, exercising the joint authorities of the San Gabriel and Lower Los Angeles Rivers and Mountains 
Conservancy (RMC) and Los Angeles County Flood Control District (LACFCD) pursuant to Section 65000 et seq. 
of the Government Code. The purpose of the WCA is to expand and improve open space and recreational 
opportunities for the conservation, restoration, and environmental enhancement of the San Gabriel and Lower 
Los Angeles Rivers Watershed area consistent with the goals of flood protection, water supply, groundwater 
recharge and water conservation. Additional information can be found at wca.ca.gov. 

 

2. INSTRUCTIONS TO PROPOSERS 

 

Submittals must be received by WCA by 6:00 pm, Friday, August 27, 2021. 

 

Submit digital copy of proposal to Jeremy Munns at jmunns@wca.ca.gov with carbon copy to Dena Williams 
at dwilliams@wca.ca.gov. If the proposal exceeds 20 mb in size, proposers may email a downloadable web 
link. Hardcopies will not be accepted.  

Questions regarding this RFP are welcome and shall be made in writing to Jeremy Munns, project manager 
with the WCA, at jmunns@wca.ca.gov no later than Friday, August 20, 2021. Note that the WCA’s responses 
to questions and requests for clarifications will be shared with other potential proposers through e-mail and 
the WCA website. 

It is recommended that potential proposers inform Mr. Munns of their intention or interest in responding to 
this RFP. Such notification will allow for any supplemental information regarding this solicitation to be 
provided, including addenda and responses to questions. 
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The WCA encourages Small Businesses and Disabled Veteran Business Enterprises to apply. If you feel you (if 
an individual), your company or your subcontractor qualifies as either, you may go here for more information 
or call OSDS at (916) 375-4940 for further information. 

 

3. BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW 

Project pages describing the San Gabriel River Center and wider River Park (formerly Duck Farm River Park) 
are included as Exhibits A and B.  

The San Gabriel River Center (River Center) project will transform a 1929 Spanish colonial revival regionally 
iconic farmhouse into a water-wise indoor/outdoor educational resource and visitor center for the public. The 
River Center will include opportunities for local art, local water resource information, interactive features, 
multilingual interpretive signage, and park programming.  

The building façade and first floor will be fully renovated to transform the home to a public accessible visitor 
center.  Doorways and openings will be widened and rooms will be configured to include areas to display art 
(to highlight local artists), interpretive displays, house informational and educational resources, and provide a 
flexible programming space for the public both indoors and in courtyard(s). The second floor will be 
deconstructed as feasible down to drywall and studs as necessary in preparation for future renovation not 
included in this scope of work. This turnkey project design and permitting will determine the sites occupancy 
for the indoor/outdoor experience that will inform site amenities and operational components; including, 
restrooms, maintenance and operational storage.  

The area development of the two- (2-)acre site will be designed to demonstrate water-wise landscaping and 
water capture opportunities at a variety of site scales (from small residential to residential estates) and for a 
variety of budgets that is simple to imagine and understand. The goal of the center’s area development is to 
inspire residents to replace high resource consumptive landscapes (turf) into climate resilient landscapes that 
capture and conserve water using aesthetically pleasing design and planting strategies. Area development 
features will showcase water capture and infiltration strategies such as rain gardens/rain grading, greywater, 
cisterns, and permeable paving, as well as, presenting patterns of drought resistance built upon a foundation 
of native trees and shrubs. Creative and practical design will both be the hallmark of this center when 
completed, utilizing art, local materials, strategically placed walls, shrouds, planters, shade structures and 
ground treatments to define spaces for gathering, respite and discovery.  

Intended programming exterior includes, but is not limited to, providing an outdoor classroom environment 
as well as courtyard and gardens capable of providing gathering spaces for special events. 

The adjacent River Park’s 30+ acres, currently under construction, is comprised of a neighborhood entry park, 
permeable parking lot, passageway under freeway, park trail loop, river overlook, shade structures, park entry 
demonstration garden, riparian dry streambed and bioswales, picnic area, outdoor classroom, plaza, seating 
and native plants, shrubs and trees that enhance the riparian and upland habitat of this river adjacent 
greenway (see Exhibit B).  

Funding for the requested services under this RFP has been secured through the following: 

A) Grants from the Rivers and Mountains Conservancy, an independent state entity within the California 

Natural Resources Agency. These funds are from general obligation bonds of the Water Quality, 

Supply, and Infrastructure Improvement Act of 2014 (California State Proposition 1) and the California 

Drought, Water, Parks, Climate, Coastal Protection, and Outdoor Access For All Act of 2018 (California 

State Proposition 68). As such, all activities funded by these grants, including the requested services 

within this Request for Proposals, must be consistent with all statutory requirements and grant 
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requirements related to Propositions 1 and 68. Information about these requirements are available at 

rmc.ca.gov.  

B) A Supplemental Environmental Project (SEP) funded by the Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County. 

SEP funded elements of the project must include water-related environmental and/or public health 

benefits and conform to categories from the State Water Board’s 2017 SEP policy, including Pollution 

Reduction, Environmental Restoration and Protection, and Water-Related Educational Outreach.  

Contract may be awarded for all or a portion of proposed work to be completed dependent on best value for 
the goals of the WCA and availability of funding. 

 

4. SCOPE OF SERVICES REQUESTED 

The River Center project scope of services is made up of two parts: Part A for the Water Conservation 
Demonstration Gardens, and Part B for the renovation of the existing Farm House. Because these parts have 
separate funding streams, proposers are asked to break down their proposals accordingly.  

 

PART A: Water Conservation Demonstration Gardens 

TASKS:  The following scope of services is focused on six (6) primary tasks and two (2) optional tasks. Optional 
tasks may be included as budget allows.  

Task A1 – Site Analysis. Consultant shall identify and conduct field reconnaissance, inventories, and 
analyses required for the subsequent planning and design scope, including any determinations that 
must be made on the feasibility of the proposed improvements. Review of Duck Farm Master Plan, 
related existing River Park (Duck Farm) construction documents, and local trails will be necessary to 
ensure compatibility with park vision and plans. Inventory is to include at a minimum: 
 

• Survey: Consultant will be responsible for conducting a topographical survey of the property to 
establish a base map, including determinations of site boundaries.  

• Hydrology: Consultant to determine sources and direction of flow across site, and to develop 
estimates for storm events to recommend appropriate sizing and locations of both water 
conservation measures and nature-based solutions.  

• Tree and Plant Evaluation: Consultant shall identify locations and general conditions of vegetation 
on site, and include reasonable considerations for suitable native plant cover, invasive species 
management, and measures appropriate for supporting high integrity habitat compatible with 
operations and mobility of locally native species. 

• Consultant may recommend additional design and related services. 
 

Consultant is to coordinate with WCA to meet with agencies and other entities with regulatory, zoning, 
easement, utility, access, land use jurisdiction, or other interests in the property to identify 
opportunities and constraints of potential program elements. These may include Southern California 
Edison, Caltrans, LA County Department of Public Works and Building and Safety, City of Industry, and 
San Gabriel Valley Water Company. 
 
Task A2 –Concept Plan. Concept plan shall include program elements identified through consultation 
with WCA Project Management Team. Design focus is to be on organization and sizing of site elements. 
Up to three (3) concept plans shall be submitted for review and consideration by WCA team and 
presented to the public in coordination with WCA. A finalized preferred plan shall then be developed 
with reference to feedback provided.  
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Task A3 – CEQA. Evaluation of existing Mitigated Negative Declaration prepared by EDAW/AECOM in 
2007 (Exhibits H & I). If determined necessary by proposed design, Consultant shall provide a 
supplemental update to the existing MND, and provide filing assistance to the WCA in obtaining CEQA 
clearance. Note that the WCA will be the Lead Agency. 
 
Task A4 – Construction Documents. Development of a construction document submittal package to 
initial 30% based on preferred concept plan and community feedback. Coordinate design and review 
meetings with WCA Project Management Team to solicit and incorporate the agencies comments to 
complete package including a first plan sheet set, standard design details, a list of materials and 
suppliers, outline of specifications, plant list, and an initial cost estimate. 
 
Consultant shall then produce a design drawing package with all relevant design elements adequately 
detailed to allow for bidding and construction of the project. This process shall include 60%, 90%, and 
100% progress submittals to the WCA, as well as opportunities for reasonable plan alterations based 
on comments provided by the WCA and Consultant recommendations. Packages are to include, but 
are not limited to, plan sheet set (general conditions, demolition, grading, erosion control, 
architectural and structural, electric, plumbing, landscape, material schedules, irrigation, water 
budgets, and design details), specifications document, cut sheets, and updated cost estimates. 

 
Task A5 – Permitting. Consultant to assist the WCA through the entitlement process by preparing 
permit application, submitting package for regulatory agency review, incorporating permitting 
comments, and resubmitting plans as required for 100% construction documents prepared for the 
issuance of permits. This task will conclude in the submittal of a For Construction Drawing & 
Specification Package with wet-signed stamps. 
 
Task A6 – Field A&E. Consultant shall conduct site visits in which to observe implementation, monitor 
for compliance with the final construction package, and to report to the WCA. Activities shall include, 
but are not limited to, the review and approval of submittals, attendance during placement of 
landscape elements, monitoring of plant material delivered and as installed, answering RFI’s, and 
providing clarifications to and inspections of architectural and engineering elements. The estimated 
fee for this task may include a contingency, however, such contingency should be accompanied by set 
rates for specific task.  
 
Task A7 – (Optional) Bid Support. Consultant shall assist the WCA in preparing and bidding the 
construction contract. Such assistance may include but is not limited to preparing bidding instructions 
that incorporates a listing of all known work elements with the quantities and materials required to 
complete the project, providing addenda to construction documents, responding to bidder’s 
questions, and attending a pre-bid meeting. Consultant shall also participate in bid evaluations and 
selection, supporting the WCA through the recommendation of awards, and attending a bid award 
meeting. The estimated fee for this task may include a contingency, however, such contingency should 
be accompanied by set rates for specific task. 
 
Task A8 – (Optional) Interpretive Design. Design of interpretive panels and interpretive stations/kiosks 
in collaboration with WCA. Space along interpretive trails should be included in anticipation of later 
interpretive sign panel installation. Topics for multi-lingual interpretive signage may include but not 
be limited to subjects such as drought tolerant indigenous and native plants and their care, types of 
plants that will attract native birds and butterflies and a discussion of their migration profiles, simple 
keys to identification of these birds and butterflies, the design and mechanics of rain gardens and 
greywater systems, and overall recommendations for maintaining these types of gardens.  
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS:  The Consultant will design and produce construction documents that include the 
following elements:  

1. ADA Entrances:  Courtyard design shall be such to include a seamlessly integrated, aesthetically 
pleasing grade change to allow ADA access into the building via all door access points except the 
front door. The ADA accessible entrances and approaches within the courtyard designs and 
features shall reflect the architectural style of existing structure and blend into the surrounding 
landscape as necessary to meet ADA allowed grade. 

2. Circulation Paths:  ADA accessible permeable pathways that provide access and circulation 
through the gardens, and that connect to the existing trail system within the adjacent River Park, 
and to the various entry doors to gain access to the inside of the Farm House. 

3. Area Development:  Exterior ‘room separations’ via variety of walls, structures, raised planters 
and seat walls as appropriate to define spaces, provide useable courtyard and outdoor 
classroom spaces. Area Development should include creative use of soft and hard landscape 
materials, shade structures and art elements, etc. to demonstrate water harvesting, infiltration, 
climate resilient home landscape design and features. Shade structures should incorporate 
water capture elements and/or interpretive elements demonstrating water capture, as feasible. 
The project site to be surrounded by a decorate fence and gate, which may be designed to 
include interpretive elements invoking water.  

4. Sound Walls/Barriers or Sound Attenuation Strategies:  As the site is adjacent to the 605 Freeway, 
sound levels present a major impact on the experience of the River Center and garden users.  
Special attention should be made to create strategically placed “natural” sound walls or barriers 
on the west side of the various gardens, or to design and similarly locate other sound attenuation 
elements. Strategically locating garden spaces and especially those that are expected to be 
gathering places for special event programming using the existing building structures as the sound 
barrier is also encouraged.  Locating such spaces towards the east end of the site can also provide 
some sound impact relief. Integrating such features with shade elements is another valid sound 
attenuation strategy. 

5. Water Harvesting Gardens: Variety of rain gardens/grading, cisterns, high-profile greywater 
application, and other residential green infrastructure strategies that establish zero runoff from 
the site from rain events measuring up to 0.75 inches.  

a. All plant selections should focus on indigenous and/or native plantings with a focus on 

water conservation and habitat development.  Landscaping with native vegetation should 

be in alignment with Plant Lists for the San Gabriel River Watershed. All plant materials 

are to be low water use or appropriate to feature, e.g. greywater, indigenous and/or 

native, edible, or culturally significant.  

b. All plants selected should be commercially available to homeowners and reflect a variety 
of maintenance resources and aesthetic interests.  

c. Planting plan should demonstrate a knowledge of local flora and fauna needs, and 
breeding habits.  

d. Gardens should demonstrate a variety of BMP’s and may combine with greywater-fed 
planting basins.  

e. Garden location should consider solar orientation and maximize passive cooling potential 
for the Farm House as well as gathering areas. For example, placing trees strategically to 
shade potential gathering and seating areas. 

f. Garden plan organization should extend from the house outward in concentric zones that 
layer additional BMP strategies onto a core site. Strategies may include but are not limited 
to rain gardens, berms and swales, shade trees, infiltration trenches, greywater irrigation 
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(linked to handwashing station), permeable paving, native plant habitat, a small shaded 
water feature for bird and insect water access, shade structures, herb and vegetable 
gardens, drip irrigation, olla irrigation, and native plantings that support butterflies and 
other pollinators, and bird species.  

g. Garden plans should include irrigation plans that demonstrate highly efficient irrigation 
installations with moisture meter sensors and weather monitoring capacities. 

h. Garden plans should incorporate environmentally-oriented art installations. Ideally, these 
should functionally harvest or recycle on-site water as well as help residents understand 
and connect to their watershed and broader ecosystem, for example, rain chains, and the 
above-mentioned water feature.   

6. Greywater Demonstration Gardens:  Consultant will integrate low-tech greywater fed climate 
adapted edibles and greywater infrastructure.  

a. Greywater design should include a low tech, no permit required “laundry to landscape” 
model demonstrating best management practices. Greywater system should direct water 
into the landscape from outdoor restroom handwashing stations.  

i. All greywater irrigation demonstrated will mimic a “low volume” residential 
system that is exempt from permitting under current CA plumbing code. 

ii. Greywater irrigated basins may combine with rainwater gardens, combining 
water conservation functions.  

iii. Plant selection and placement should include greywater-tolerant plantings. 
iv. Plant selection may augment native plantings and should feature climate adapted 

fruit and nut trees, such as citrus, pomegranates, and other easily identifiable, 
non-invasive low-maintenance edibles. These edibles and any other edible 
landscaping should not exceed 25% of proposed plantings.   

7. Demolition Plan: The existing farm house attached garage and connecting space will be 
demolished as part of the build out of exterior gardens. Demolition plan to include a temporary 
façade where existing garage meets the main house, in anticipation of full farm house renovation. 
Demolition of the site’s existing shade structure may also be included in this plan, if it is 
determined the structure cannot be integrated or repurposed in the proposed site design.  

8. Accommodation of Community Engagement and Programming: Design features that promote and 
accommodate community usage, such as through classes, workshops, and events. Outdoor 
classrooms that accommodate different group sizes. 

9. Design for Safety and Security: Site design should attract and engage a flow of visitors that spend 
time in the space. Outdoor elements must be robust for public enjoyment and usage, with minimal 
future maintenance, and without attracting theft. 
 

PART B: San Gabriel River Center – Farm House Renovation 

TASKS:  The following scope of services is focused on six (6) primary tasks and two (2) optional tasks. Optional 
tasks may be included as budget allows.  

Task B1 – Farm House Evaluation. Following a review of the “Duck Farm House Feasibility Study” 
(Exhibit D), Consultant will assess building and any required geotechnical and other specialty 
studies/reports needed for facility including, but not limited to, earthquake retrofit, foundations, 
building systems and, if required, septic system. Consultant will prepare an occupancy assessment for 
site and building to inform size of pre-fabricated exterior restroom structure and septic.  
 
Task B2 –Concept Plan. Concept plan shall include program elements identified through consultation 
with WCA Project Management Team. For a preliminary concept plan, see Exhibit C. Up to 3 concept 
plans shall be submitted for review and consideration by WCA team and presented to the public in 
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coordination with WCA. A finalized preferred plan shall then be developed with reference to feedback 
provided. 

 
Task B3 – CEQA. Evaluation of existing Mitigated Negative Declaration prepared by EDAW/AECOM in 
2007 (Exhibits H & I). If determined necessary by proposed design, Consultant shall provide a 
supplemental update to the existing MND, and provide filing assistance to the WCA in obtaining CEQA 
clearance. Note that the WCA will be the Lead Agency. 
 
Task B4 – Construction Documents. Development of a construction document submittal package to 
initial 30% based on preferred concept plan and community feedback. Coordinate design and review 
meetings with WCA Project Management Team to solicit and incorporate the agencies comments to 
complete package including a first plan sheet set, standard design details, a list of materials and 
suppliers, outline of specifications, and an initial cost estimate. 
 
Consultant shall then produce a design drawing package with all relevant design elements adequately 
detailed to allow for bidding and construction of the project. This process shall include 60%, 90%, and 
100% progress submittals to the WCA, as well as opportunities for reasonable plan alterations based 
on comments provided by the WCA and Consultant recommendations.  

 
Task B5 – Permitting. Consultant to assist the WCA through the entitlement process by preparing 
permit application, submitting package for regulatory agency review, incorporating permitting 
comments, and resubmitting plans as required for 100% construction documents prepared for the 
issuance of permits. This task will conclude in the submittal of a For Construction Drawing & 
Specification Package with wet-signed stamps. 
 
Task B6 – Field A&E. Consultant shall conduct site visits in which to observe implementation, monitor 
for compliance with the final construction package, and to report to the WCA. Activities shall include, 
but are not limited to, the review and approval of submittals, answering RFI’s, and providing 
clarifications to and inspections of architectural and engineering elements. The estimated fee for this 
task may include a contingency, however, such contingency should be accompanied by set rates for 
specific task.  
 
Task B7 – (Optional) Bid Support. Consultant shall assist the WCA in preparing and bidding the 
construction contract. Such assistance may include but is not limited to preparing bidding instructions 
that incorporates a listing of all known work elements with the quantities and materials required to 
complete the project, providing addenda to construction documents, responding to bidder’s 
questions, and attending a pre-bid meeting. Consultant shall also participate in bid evaluations and 
selection, supporting the WCA through the recommendation of awards, and attending a bid award 
meeting. The estimated fee for this task may include a contingency, however, such contingency should 
be accompanied by set rates for specific task. 
 
Task B8 – (Optional) Interpretive Design. Design of interpretive stations, furnishings, and educational 
displays within the San Gabriel River Center, in collaboration with the WCA. Includes all public resource 
interpretive stations and related public space furnishings. River Center interpretive exhibits to explore 
concepts including by not limited to the watershed history of the San Gabriel River from the historical 
days of the native Tongva and agrarian Rancho culture to the highly urbanized environment of Los 
Angeles today; highlighting river ecology and the role the river still plays today in providing potable 
drinking water to adjacent communities; and the role of rainwater harvesting and best management 
practices, as demonstrated at the River Park, for future visioning of our urban landscapes. 
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS: The “Duck Farm House Feasibility Study” prepared by Architectural Resources 
Group in 2011 is the starting point for the design and engineering scope of work (See Exhibit D).  In 2019, GPA 
Consulting conducted an Update to numerous prior National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) / California 
Register of Historic Resources evaluations (CRHR), which affirmed that the farm house is not a historic property 
for purposes of the National Historic Preservation Act and is not a historical resource for the purposes of CEQA 
(see Exhibit E). Though the project will not involve a strictly “historic restoration” process, it will still require 
considerable and historically “respectful” renovation of an existing structure and grounds in considerable 
disrepair to bring the structure(s) and related infrastructure up to current applicable building codes, and to 
address infrastructure requirements due to the fact that the former residence will now be a public resource 
center.   

Given the aforementioned Design Consideration, the Consultant will design and produce construction 
documents that include the following elements:  

1. Building Systems – Includes all new HVAC, plumbing, and electrical work required to bring systems up 

to current building codes. 

2. Building Envelope/Exterior Restoration/Renovation – Includes restoration of Spanish tile roof, historic 

exterior finishes, repair/replacement of rotted wood, broken windows, deteriorated doors and 

windows, and restoration of all exterior finishes. 

3. Interior Restoration/Renovation of 1st Floor Public Spaces – Includes replacement/restoration of all 

interior walls and finishes following building systems installations; also includes new appliances, 

cabinetry, etc. needed for resource center and kitchen. Portions of the first floor may be configured 

to function primarily as outdoor space, with exterior finishes and gathering spaces that transition to a 

raised courtyard.  See Exhibit C: Draft Indoor/Outdoor Concept Plan.  

4. Interior Renovation of 2nd Floor Private Spaces – The design of the second floor interior renovation is 

not included in this scope of work. However, construction documents should include a plan to remove 

existing interior finishes and deconstruct as feasible down to drywall and studs as necessary in 

anticipation of future renovation.   

5. Structural Work – Includes foundation, framing, plywood sheathing, floor joists, ceiling joists, etc. 

needed to bring structure to current building codes 

6. Septic System:  An evaluation of the existing septic system is included as Exhibit F. Based on capacity 
evaluation, existing system may need to be replaced with newly designed system that can support 
interior bathrooms, a kitchen, and an exterior pre-fab restroom building.  

7. Exterior Pre-Fabricated Public Restroom  – Following a site occupancy assessment, integration of a 

stand-alone exterior restroom. 

 
 
5. FEASIBILITY 
 
The Consultant will be responsible for determining the feasibility and cost of implementing the requested 
scope of services. 
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6. SCHEDULE OF SERVICES 
 
After successful negotiations, award of contract, and contract execution, a Notice to Proceed will be issued for 
scope of services as required in this RFP.  
 
Following the WCA issuance of a notice to proceed, work plans should target completion of inventory and 
concept planning within approximately 60 calendar days. For Part A (Water Conservation Demonstration 
Gardens), the design development and construction drawing packages must be complete within 150 total 
days. Construction drawing packages for Part B (Farm House Renovation) must be complete within 180 total 
days. Permitting must be complete within an additional 120 calendar days, for a combined project period of 
approximately 270 – 300 calendar days. 
 
7. COMPENSATION 
 
The consultant shall be compensated based on hourly labor fees and direct costs for materials and travel based 
on a not-to-exceed contract amount. Payments for the work accomplished shall be made upon verification 
and acceptance of such work by the Executive Officer or his designee. 
 
Mileage for travel and material costs required to complete the Scope of Work shall be budgeted within the 
proposal work plan, and shall be incorporated into the not-to-exceed contract amount. WCA will reimburse 
the Consultant for mileage at its customary rate. Reimbursable travel beyond budget amounts shall require 
advance approval from the WCA project manager. Per diem expenses are not reimbursable. 
 
 
8. PROPOSAL CONTENTS 
 
Cover Letter: maximum two-page letter including the name and address of the organization submitting the 
proposal; whether the proposing firm is an individual, partnership, corporation, or joint venture; and the 
name, address, telephone number, and e-mail address of the contact person who will be authorized to make 
representations for the organization. Indicate which portion of the scope (A-Water Conservation Garden or B- 
Farm House Renovation or both) is being applied for. Additionally, the cover letter should describe the 
proposer’s current workload and capacity/commitment to complete the requested scope of services in 
accordance with project schedules indicated by the proposed work plan. 
 
Budget and Methods: maximum two-page summary of Proposer's fees and budget listed out by task, approach 
to providing the project deliverables described in Section 4 of this RFP, and the requested scope of services. A 
fee proposal template is available as an Excel document (Exhibit G) but must be submitted as a PDF. Exhibit G 
may be modified as needed to accommodate budget details.  
 
Work Plan: Provide a Work Plan (task list with schedule) for all services as outlined in Section 4 for this RFP. 
The typical Work Plan shall indicate activities in support of the services requested, including reviews and 
participation of sub-consultants. 
 
Portfolio Cut Sheets: Provide examples of projects which demonstrate knowledge of nature-based solutions, 
water management, architectural restoration, and permitting. For project examples resulting from 
collaborative work, indicate the specific role proposer played in each project. Indicate budget for each project. 
 
Project Team Profiles/Resumes: Include identification of principal staff members including major sub-
consultants. Indicate key individuals providing the offered services including relevant experience, education, 
past experience, and projects. 
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9. PROPOSAL STIPULATIONS 

 
9.1. Proposers are requested to submit proposals as identified in Section 2, for services described in 

Section 4, and in a format consistent with Section 8 of this RFP. 

9.2. This RFP is a solicitation for proposals only, and is neither intended, nor to be construed as, an offer 

to enter into an agreement or engage in any formal competitive bidding or negotiation pursuant to 

any statute, ordinance, rule, or regulation. Thus, the WCA reserves the unqualified right to reject 

any or all proposals for any reason. WCA is responsible only for that which is expressly stated in this 

RFP. 

9.3. WCA shall not in any way be liable or responsible for any costs incurred in connection with the 

preparation, submittal, or presentation of any proposals prepared and/or submitted in response to 

this request. Responses to this RFP shall be made according to the specifications and instructions 

contained herein. 

9.4. WCA reserves the right to interpret or change any provisions of this RFP at any time prior to the 

proposal submittal date. Such interpretations or changes shall be in the form of addenda to this 

RFP. Such addenda will become part of this RFP and may become part of the resultant contract. 

Such addenda shall be posted on the website and emailed to proposers that have identified 

themselves as interested in submitting a proposal. 

9.5. A Proposal may be rejected if it is conditional or incomplete, or if it contains any alterations of form 

or other irregularities of any kind.  WCA may waive an immaterial deviation in a Proposal.  WCA’s 

waiver of an immaterial deviation shall in no way modify the RFP document or excuse the Proposer 

from full compliance with all requirements if awarded the Agreement. 

9.6. Proposer may withdraw its Proposal by submitting a written withdrawal request to WCA, signed by 

its authorized agent.  Proposer may thereafter submit a modified/new Proposal prior to the 

Proposal Submission Deadline.  Proposal modifications offered in any other manner, oral or written, 

shall not be considered. 

9.7. WCA, at its sole discretion, may determine that a time extension is required for submittal of 

proposals, in which case an addendum shall indicate the new proposal submittal date. 

9.8. Any agreement entered into by the Proposer shall be consistent with applicable federal, state, and 

local laws.  After award, conflict of interest guidelines, State Contracting laws and policies shall 

continue to be monitored and enforced by WCA and related agencies. 

9.9. Any and all parts of the submitted proposal may become part of any resultant contract between the 

selected Consultant and the WCA. 

9.10. WCA will select successful Proposer(s) based on the identification of the highest benefit to 

the WCA and its partners in providing the requested services, regardless of race, creed, color, 

gender, or sexual orientation. This determination will be established on a combination of 

experience and qualification, quality and quantity of proposed services, and associated cost. 

9.11. The successful Proposer is also referred to as the Consultant in this document. 

9.12. All services to be provided by the Consultant through contracted work, and all materials, 

documents, reports, and other information of all types shall be the sole and exclusive property of 

the WCA, a public agency, and are intended for public use. Public documents and products lose 

their status as privileged and proprietary and may not be used for proprietary development of 

profit. 
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9.13. As the project is funded by State and local agencies, Contractor agrees that the WCA, RMC, 

County of Los Angeles, or their designated representative shall have the right to review and to copy 

any records and supporting documentation pertaining to the performance of this Agreement. 

Contractor agrees to maintain such records for possible audit for a minimum of three (3) years after 

final payment, unless a longer period of records retention is stipulated. Contractor agrees to allow 

the auditor(s) access to such records during normal business hours and to allow interviews of any 

employees who might reasonably have information related to such records. Further, Contractor 

agrees to include a similar right of the State to audit records and interview staff in any subcontract 

related to performance of this Agreement (GC § 8546.7, PCC § 10115 et seq., CCR Title 2, §1896). 

Contractor shall comply with the above and be aware of the penalties for violations of fraud and for 

obstruction of investigation as set forth in PCC § 10115.10. 

 

A Pre-Award audit may also be performed by the WCA, RMC, County of Los Angeles, or their 

designated representatives. 

 

 
 
10. EVALUATION CRITERIA 
 
Proposals that are determined to be responsive to the services requested shall be evaluated based on the 
following criteria: 
 
General Quality and Responsiveness of the Proposal: 
(15 pts) Recognition of overall concepts and objectives 
(10 pts) Responsiveness to RFP requirements 
(25 pts) Work plan and technical approach for all requested services 
(20 pts) Fees and budget associated with proposal  
 
Qualifications and Experience: 
(10 pts) Qualifications of personnel assigned to the project 
(15 pts) Firm's experience with similar projects 
(5 pts) Current workload and capability/commitment to complete the project 
 
A certified small business or microbusiness will have its total points increased by five percent (5%) of the total 
points awarded to the highest scored non-small business bidder. A non-small business may receive a 
preference of five percent (5%) if the business commits to subcontract at least twenty five percent (25%) of 
its net bid price with one or more small businesses or microbusinesses. 
 
11. EVALUATION PROCESS 
 
Proposal must be achieved to be considered responsive (a responsive proposal is one which meets or exceeds 
the requirements stated in this RFP).  Final selection will be based on the identification of the best qualified 
consultant providing highest benefit to the WCA for the requested services. This determination will be 
established on a combination of experience and qualification, quality and quantity of proposed services, 
associated cost, and will be based on evaluation scores.  
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The WCA reserves the right to request proposal revisions and hold discussions with responsive proposers, and 
to award for all or a portion of proposed work to be completed dependent on best value for the goals of the 
WCA and availability of funding. Such discussions will be held between the WCA Team and key decision-making 
personnel from each proposer. No information provided by a proposer to the WCA representative will be 
disclosed to the other proposer(s) during negotiations.   

 

12. NOTIFICATION OF THE RIGHT TO PROTEST 

Should a proposer claim the WCA failed to follow the procedures specified in either subdivision (b) or (c) of 
PCC § 10344, protestant must submit the initial protest letter and a detailed, written statement of protest, 
including the RFP title/number, and WCA contact information, to both of the following: 

 

  Watershed Conservation Authority 

  Attn: Executive Officer 

  100 N. Old San Gabriel Canyon Road 

  Azusa, CA 91702 
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San Gabriel River Center
& Water Conservation Demonstration Gardens

Project Summary
The San Gabriel River Center project will transform a 1929 
Spanish colonial revival iconic farmhouse into a water-
wise educational resource and visitor center for the public. 
The indoor space will include opportunities for local art, 
local water resource information, interactive features, 
and multilingual interpretive signage. Center interpretive 
exhibits will explore the watershed history of the San 
Gabriel River from the historical days of the native Tongva 
and agrarian Rancho culture to the highly urbanized 
environment of Los Angeles today, highlighting river 
ecology and the role the river still plays today in providing 
potable drinking water to adjacent communities. 

The site exterior will include 2 acres of demonstration site 
for water-wise residential landscaping. The site’s design and 
planting will encourage residents to retrofit high resource 
consumptive landscapes into functional sites that capture 

and conserve water using simple and aesthetically pleasing 
strategies. It will provide a clear example for residential 
landscapes to transition towards more resilient models 
showcasing water capture strategies such as rain gardens, 
bioswales, and cisterns, as well as presenting patterns of 
drought resistance built upon a foundation of native trees 
and shrubs.

Connection to River Park Project 
The Center is adjacent to, and part of, the larger vision 
for the River Park1 project. The River Park, currently in 
construction, will provide 30+ acres of new green space 
along the San Gabriel River and within the Emerald 
Necklace Park Network, servicing both a park-poor 
community and a critical regional wildlife habitat and 
corridor along the Pacific Flyway.
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1Formerly Duck Farm River Park
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Potential Project Features and Amenities

Water Conservation Demonstration Gardens

• bioswales and rain gardens
• grey water basins 
• eco rain tanks and rain barrels
• native plantings and edible landscaping
• herb and vegetable garden
• water-e!cient irrigation
• permeable paving and dg walking trails
• seating and picnic areas
• shade structures
• courtyard spaces and small water feature
• multi-lingual interpretive signage

Additional Ground Features

• sound barriers / walls
• pre-fab restroom building on septic system
• solar panels (if feasible)

Farmhouse

• renovation of historic features
• ADA entrances and restroom
• gallery spaces
• intereptive displays and panels
• grey water connection to exterior landscape
• energy e!cient windows 
• resource library
• admin space (2nd "oor)

Programming

The WCA is currently soliciting community input on 
potential programming activities. Opportunities that have 
been identified include, but are not limited to:

• #tness, nutrition, and health classes
• community art gallery
• DIY water-friendly landscaping classes
• native plant gardening / vegetable gardening
• walking clubs
• youth job training
• volunteer programs
• guided nature walks and bird watching
• music performances

Funding 
Funding for the Center, parking extension, and additional 
River Park habitat enhancement is secured through 
grants from the Rivers and Mountains Conservancy and 
a Supplemental Environmental Project (SEP) from the 
Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County.

Project features will include rain capture elements, such as bioswales and rain gardens, with native plantings. 
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[0 0.50.25 MilesData: Base Map Service from ESRI. Parcel information provided by the Los Angeles County Assessor's 
Office. Bike path information provided by Los Angeles County Department of Public Works. 
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Project Area
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House Description

25 ft.

25 ft.

30 ft.
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.

55 ft.

Existing

Shade Structure

Garage

(To Demo)

Main
Entry

From the Feasibility Study:

“The two-story residence is L-shaped in plan with the 
main wings to the west and north and an addition to the 
southeast. The residence sits on a foundation (dating to 
the move) of concrete masonry units. The exterior is clad in 
stucco with a sand !nish, and the low-pitched gable roof is 
clad in clay barrel tiles. Fenestration consists of paired steel 
frame multilight casement windows in vertically oriented 
openings.

The interior consists of a living room, a library, a downstairs 
bedroom (with a closet and a small adjoining bathroom), 
a kitchen, and two rooms that seem to have been a dining 
room (south of the entrance hall) and possibly a breakfast 
room (west of the kitchen). The one-story addition to the 
southeast includes a second kitchen, a large unidenti!ed 
room with an adjoining bathroom, and a three-bay garage 
with doors opening to the south. The second "oor of the 
residence contains a master bedroom to the north of the 
stairwell (“north bedroom”) and two bedrooms (“east 
bedroom” and “west bedroom”) and a bathroom at the end 
of the hallway on the south end.”

Rough Dimensions:

I-605 

N
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September 16, 2021 – Item 14 
 

 RESOLUTION 2021 - 24 
 

RESOLUTION TO APPROVE AN UPDATE TO THE EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK 

 
WHEREAS, The Watershed Conservation Authority has been established as a joint powers agency 
between the Rivers and Mountains Conservancy (RMC) and the Los Angeles County Flood Control 
District (District); and 
 
WHEREAS, the Watershed Conservation Authority (WCA) has further been established to focus on 
projects which will provide open space, habitat restoration, and watershed improvement projects in 
both the San Gabriel and Lower Los Angeles Rivers watershed; and 
 
WHEREAS, this action will 1) appoint board members for a selection committee with WCA and RMC staff 
to select services for the San Gabriel River Center and Gardens, and 2) approve Executive Officer to 
negotiate and enter into a contract for selected proposals; and  
  
WHEREAS, the proposed action is exempt from the provisions of the California Environmental Quality 
Act; NOW 
 
Therefore be it resolved that the WCA hereby: 
 

1. FINDS that this action is consistent with the purposes and objectives of the WCA. 

2. FINDS that the actions contemplated by this resolution are exempt from the environmental 
impact report requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).  

3. ADOPTS the staff report dated September 16, 2021.  

4. APPROVES appointing board members for a selection committee to select services for the San 
Gabriel River Center and Gardens; and 

5. APPROVES Executive Officer to negotiate and enter into a contract for selected proposals.   

~ End of Resolution ~ 

 

// 
 
 

Motion ________________________ Second: _______________________ 
 

Ayes: ___________ Nays: _____________ Abstentions: _____________ 
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Resolution 2021-24 

 
 
 
 
 
Passed and Adopted by the Board of the 
WATERSHED CONSERVATION AUTHORITY 
On September 16, 2021 
 
 
 

____________________________ 
Herlinda Chico 
Governing Board Chair 
 
 
 

 
ATTEST: ____________________________ 
 Elizabeth St. John 
 Deputy Attorney General 
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	FROM: Jeremy Munns, Project Manager
	THROUGH: Mark Stanley, Executive Officer



